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Event-related potentials were used to study whether factors known to influence subject–
verb number agreement in production exert analogous effects on sentence comprehension.
Participants read Dutch sentences containing subject–verb number agreement errors while
their brainwaves were measured. The determiner of the singular head noun could be
ambiguous or unambiguous in number and the modifier (“local”) noun could be plural or
singular. Both ambiguity and number match affect error rates in production. We expected
evoked potentials in response to the verb to be modulated by number ambiguity; larger
effects were expected when the sentences started with an unambiguous determiner. When
the local noun was singular, we observed a more negative wave elicited by the incorrect
verbs compared to the correct verbs in the 350–400 ms time-window. This effect was largest
when the head noun phrase contained no number ambiguity. When the local noun was
plural the waves were more positive for incorrect verbs than for correct verbs in the 600–
650ms time-window. Again this effect was largest when the head noun phrase contained no
number ambiguity. Most importantly, the results show that agreement computation in
comprehension is influenced by the same factors as in production. We further suggest that
in the sentences with a singular local noun there is a shallow analysis of the sentence, but
the sentences with a plural local noun require a deeper syntactic analysis.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

When we are talking, listening, or reading we constantly have
to compute agreement between the subject and the verb. This
is true inmany languages (one exception is Chinese), and even
very young children already know how to do this (Hoekstra
and Hyams, 1998; Rondal, 1978). Many studies have examined
subject–verb agreement in production, typically by eliciting
agreement errors (e.g., Bock and Cutting, 1992; Bock and
mental Psychology, Ghen

Severens).

er B.V. All rights reserved
Eberhard, 1993; Bock and Miller, 1991; Eberhard, 1997; Hartsui-
ker and Barkhuysen, 2006; Vigliocco et al., 1995). The few
studies that have investigated subject–verb agreement in
comprehension studies suggest some similarities in findings
in production and comprehension (Deevy, 2000; Nicol et al.,
1997; Pearlmutter et al., 1999). It is thus possible that the
mechanisms of agreement processing in production and in
comprehension are the same. This paper therefore asks
whether comprehension of sentences with correct and
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incorrect agreement is affected by similar factors that promote
correct and incorrect agreement in production.

In production it is obligatory to compute number agree-
ment to be able to generate grammatically correct sentences
(with the possible exception of sentences that carry no overt
number markers, as is true of the past tense forms of many
English verbs). According to the currently most explicit
proposal, the marking and morphing account (Bock et al.,
2004; Eberhard et al., 2005), production of verb agreement
requires that notional number information (singleton vs.
multitude) is marked on a representation of the subject
phrase, which is later integrated with lexical number specifi-
cations of all the nouns in that phrase. The result of this
integration process, a number value, is then copied to the verb
phrase and determines whether a singular or plural verb is
produced.

However in comprehension the computation of agreement
might easily be bypassed. Specifically, it is possible that in
comprehension there is sometimes a shallow analysis of the
sentence so that no active computation of agreement takes
places. Especially in languages like Dutch and English inwhich
the word order in sentences is relatively fixed, comprehenders
can often determine the subject by its linear position in a
sentence. Thus they do not have to compute if the subject and
the verb agree in number to find out what the subject is. This is
in line with the suggestion of Ferreira (2003) that comprehen-
ders use a “good enough analysis” while comprehending
sentences. She suggested that comprehenders use a mixture
of heuristics and syntactic algorithms to understand a
sentence. Because of the use of heuristics, the analysis of a
sentence is not always the syntactic correct one. It is however
also possible that in comprehension agreement is always
calculated. In some parsing models, which are inspired by
linguistic theory, agreement is an automatic byproduct of a
unification process which adds incoming words and consti-
tuents to the unfolding parse tree (e.g., Vosse and Kempen,
2000). Additionally, studies using a subject-decision task (i.e.,
which noun in this sentence is the subject?) have shown that
agreement is among themost important predictors of subject-
decision in languages like Dutch and English (e.g., Kilborn and
Cooreman, 1987). Finally, studiesmeasuring evoked potentials
in comprehension have consistently found ERP-effects in
response to agreement violations (e.g., Hagoort et al., 1993;
Kaan 2002; Osterhout and Mobley, 1995), although we note
that these effects appear to be rather vulnerable to specific
aspects of the task, stimuli, and stimulus list composition.

How would the comprehension system compute subject–
verb agreement? We hypothesize that the mechanisms are
similar to those in production. Specifically, when the parser
encounters a canonical (subject-first) sentence like “The busy
street near the Gothic churches is narrow”, we assume it builds up
an initial parse tree consisting of a noun phrase which is
composed of another noun phrase (“the busy street”) and a
prepositional phrase (“near the Gothic churches”). The parser
would assign subjecthood to the noun phrase “the busy street
near the Gothic churches”, with “street” as the subject head
noun. Just as in production, the root of the subject phrase
would receive a number specification based on notional
number of the head noun (singular in this case), and on the
lexical number specifications of the nouns street (singular)
and churches (plural). When the verb is is subsequently read,
its number specification (singular) is then integrated with
that of the subject phrase. If the numbers agree, further
processing can continue. But if there is a disagreement
between the two numbers, the parser might attempt to
reanalyze the sentence. If this account of similar mechanisms
is correct, the prediction follows that the same factors that
promote agreement errors in production will affect the
processing of agreement in comprehension. We now turn to
such factors in production.

Production experiments have often elicited subject–verb
number agreement errors, in which the subject and verb do
not agree in number. In such experiments (e.g., Bock and
Cutting, 1992; Bock and Miller, 1991) participants typically
repeat and complete sentence fragments like “the [key/keys] to
the [cabinet/cabinets]”.This naturally leads to the production of
a verb, which in languages like English and Dutch carries an
overt marker for number for at least some combinations of
person and tense. It has often been found that there were
more agreement errors when the head noun (“key”) was
singular and the local noun (“cabinets”) was plural compared to
when the local noun was singular (“cabinet”). These so-called
“attraction errors” (Zandvoort, 1961) have been found in
several languages and with several experimental procedures
(e.g., Dutch and German: Hartsuiker et al., 2003; English: Bock
and Miller, 1991; French: Fayol et al., 1994; Italian: Vigliocco et
al., 1995; Slovak: Badecker and Kuminiak, 2007; Slovene:
Harrison, 2004; Spanish: Vigliocco et al., 1996). It is important
to note that attraction is asymmetrical: attraction errors tend
to occur with singular subjects, but not with plural subjects.
According to the marking and morphing account, there are
more agreement errors in themismatch condition because the
lexical number specification of the local noun interferes with
the determination of the subject's number, but only when the
local noun is plural.

Importantly, the attraction effect can be influenced by
morphophonological factors (Hartsuiker et al., 2001; Hartsui-
ker et al., 2003; Vigliocco et al., 1995). In one of the experiments
of Hartsuiker et al. (2003), participants completed Dutch
sentence fragments that varied with respect to the morpho-
phonological ambiguity of the head noun's determiners.
Specifically, these sentence fragments started with either a
common-gender or a neuter-gender head noun. In Dutch the
common-gender determiner de is ambiguous in number, it
can both be singular and plural (singular: “de straat [the street]”,
plural: “de straten [the streets]”). In contrast the neuter-gender
determiner het is unambiguous in number, it can only be
singular (singular: “het plein [the square]”, plural: “de pleinen [the
squares]”). In the conditions with singular head nouns and
plural local nouns, participants made more agreement errors
when the sentence fragments started with a common-gender
(ambiguous) determiner than when they started with a
neuter-gender (unambiguous) determiner. The finding that
morphophonological factors influence the number of agree-
ment errors can also be explained by the marking and
morphing account. Since morphing uses morphophonological
information to assign number to a noun, it is possible that the
value “plural” is sometimes spuriously assigned in the case of
ambiguous determiners. Therefore, there is more interference
when the number of the verb has to be calculated, resulting in



Fig. 1 – Grand averaged ERPsmeasured at the analyzed electrodes, time-locked to the onset of the verb for the sentences with a singular local noun. (A) Sentences starting with a
common-gender head noun. (B) Sentences starting with a neuter-gender head noun.
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F . 2 – Grand average ERPs measured at the 6 analyzed electrodes, time-locked to the onset of the verb for sentences with a plural local noun. (A) Sentences starting with a
c mon-gender head noun (B) Sentences starting with a neuter-gender head noun.
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a larger number of subject–verb agreement errors in the
common-gender determiner condition.

In support of a similar-mechanisms account, an analogue
of the attraction effect has been found in several comprehen-
sion studies. Pearlmutter et al. (1999) presented sentences like
“The key to the [cabinet/cabinets] [was/were] rusty frommany years
of disuse”. In both self-paced reading and in eye-tracking they
found that reading times were longer when either the local
noun (cabinets) or the verb was plural (also see Nicol et al.,
1997). Kaan (2002) found a similar effect in an ERP study. She
observed a larger P600 (i.e., difference wave between correct
and incorrect condition) in the singular head noun/singular
local noun condition compared to the singular head noun/
plural local noun condition. To our knowledge there are no
studies that investigated morphophonological influences on
the comprehension of subject–verb agreement, therefore the
present study aims to examine this.

To test if there are comparable morphophonological
influences in comprehension we used similar sentences to
the ones of Hartsuiker et al. (2003). We restricted thematerials
to sentences with singular nouns, because in conditions with
plural nouns it is not possible to manipulate ambiguity (all
plural nouns require the determiner de). Also note that in the
study of Hartsuiker et al. as well in other studies (e.g., Bock and
Miller, 1991), there was no attraction effect with plural
subjects. In the present study ERPs were used since this
allows for a good online measurement of cognitive processes.

One ERP component of interest is the P600, which is a
positive going wave starting around 500 ms after stimulus
onset with a centro-parietal distribution. Various kinds of
syntactic violations have been shown to influence the
amplitude of the P600. Importantly, studies have observed a
P600 in response to subject–verb agreement violations (for an
overview see Vos et al., 2001). It is important to note, however,
that several studies have observed a negativity with such
errors, or a complex pattern in which the P600 is preceded by a
negativity. Most often this negativity has a left anterior
distribution (LAN: e.g., Chen et al., 2007; Munte et al., 1997;
Osterhout and Mobley, 1995) but also a more central distribu-
tion similar to the N400 has been reported (Coulson et al.,
1998b; Gunter, and Friederici, 1999).

There is an ongoing debate about the functional inter-
pretation of the P600-effect. It has been claimed to index
syntactic processing (e.g., Hagoort et al., 1993; Osterhout, and
Holcomb, 1995), syntactic repair or reanalysis (Friederici et al.,
1996; Munte et al., 1997), syntactic integration difficulty (Kaan
et al., 2000), more salient violations indexed by the proportion
of violations in the sentences (Coulson et al., 1998a), or
monitoring for processing errors (Kolk et al., 2003; Van Herten
et al., 2006; Vissers et al., 2006). Recently the P600 has been
suggested to reflect ongoing combinatory analysis (Kuperberg,
2007). With respect to violations of number agreement, it
seems fair to say that all these proposals are consistent with
the P600 being modulated by the degree of number-conflict:
the more conflict, the larger the demands on the syntactic
processor.

We expect to find a larger P600 when the verb does not
agree with the subject; this is the basic P600 effect. More
importantly, we expect to find a larger effect when the
sentence starts with the neuter-gender determiner (unambig-
uous), because in this case the lexical information of the head
noun's determiner indicates that the head noun is singular.
Thus when a plural verb is encountered the conflict is larger
compared to when there was a common-gender determiner
(ambiguous) and a larger effect is expected. Both the noun
number match (singular local noun) and the noun number
mismatch (plural local noun) conditions are hypothesized to
elicit a P600 effect, however this effect is expected to be larger
in the noun number match condition since the conflict is the
largest here. In the noun numbermatch condition the number
of all the nouns is singular.
2. Results

2.1. Comprehension task

The mean error rate of the comprehension questions was
6.05%, indicating that the participants read and processed the
sentences with sufficient attention.

2.2. Event-related potentials

Grand average event-related potentials time-locked to the
onset of the verb for the singular local noun (noun number
match) conditions are shown in Fig. 1 and for the plural local
noun (noun number mismatch) conditions in Fig. 2.

All conditions elicited an N1–P2 complex, as is typical for
visual stimuli. Visual inspections suggested that in the noun
number match condition there was a negativity around
400 ms in both gender conditions, with a more negative
wave for the incorrect verbs compared to the correct verbs.
Based on the central–parietal distribution of this effect we
believe that this effect is a N400. In the noun number
mismatch condition there seemed to be a P600 in both gender
conditions, with a more positive wave for the incorrect verb
than for the correct verb. Based on visual inspection of the
data two time-windows were analyzed: 350–400 ms in the
noun number match condition and 600–650 ms noun number
mismatch condition. Additionally, based on visual inspection
of the effect topographywe compared themean amplitudes of
conditions in the 350–400 ms time-window separately for P7,
P3, Pz, P4, and P8, and the mean amplitudes of conditions in
the 600–650 ms time-window separately for FT7, FC3, T7, C3,
TP7 and CP3.

2.2.1. Noun number match conditions
The omnibus ANOVA in the time-window 350–400 ms had
the factors gender of head noun (common, neuter), gram-
maticality (correct, incorrect) and electrodes (31 electrodes).
The analysis showed significant main effects of grammati-
cality (F(1,31)=16.27, pb0.01) and of gender of head noun
(F(1,31)=3.17, pb0.05) and a significant interaction of gramma-
ticality×electrodes (F(30,930)=3.49, pb0.01). A more specific
analysis of the parietal electrodes showed a significant main
effect of grammaticality (F(1,31)=13.93, pb0.01) and a margin-
ally significant interaction between grammaticality×gender of
headnoun (F(1,31)=3.78, p=0.06). As is visible in the ERP-waves
and in Fig. 3, the incorrect verbs elicited amore negative going
wave than the correct verbs and this effect was largest when



Fig. 3 – Mean amplitudes for the time-window 350 till 400 ms
are shown for both the correct and the incorrect verbs in the
mismatch sentences for the neuter-gender and the
common-gender head noun conditions.
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the sentence started with a neuter-gender noun (unambig-
uous). The ANOVA on topographical similarities showed no
significant interaction of gender and electrodes (F(30,930)
=1.10, p=0.36), suggesting that the topographical distribution
of the effect in the common-gender and the neuter-gender
condition was the same.

2.2.2. Noun number mismatch condition
The omnibus ANOVA in the time-window 600–650 ms,
revealed a significant main effect of grammaticality (F
(1,31)=7.39, pb0.05). There was a significant interaction of
grammaticality×electrodes (F(30,930)=3.08, pb0.05). A more
specific analysis at left central/ frontal sites showed a sig-
nificant main effect of grammaticality (F(1,31)=11.03, pb0.01)
and a significant interaction of grammaticality×gender of
head noun (F(1,31)=4.42, pb0.05) and of grammaticality×elec-
trode (F(5,155)=4.47, pb0.01). The grammaticality×gender of
head noun interaction is visualized in Fig. 4: the waves elicited
by the incorrect verbsweremore positive than those elicited by
the correct verbs; this effect was larger when the gender was
neuter (unambiguous) than when it was common (ambigu-
ous). Additionally the effect seemed to be longer lasting in the
neuter-gender condition, we believe this is caused by the fact
that there are more errors detected in the neuter-gender
condition. This caused an effect that is larger but also longer.
The ANOVA on topographical similarities between the effect
found in the common-gender and neuter-gender condition did
not show a significant interaction of gender and electrodes
(F(30,930)=1.83, p=0.12). The non-significant interaction sug-
gests that there was no topographical difference between the
effect found in the common-gender and the neuter-gender
condition.
Fig. 4 –Mean amplitudes for the time-window 600 till 650 ms
are shown of both the correct and the incorrect verbs in the
mismatch sentences for the neuter-gender and the
common-gender head noun conditions.
3. Discussion

In the current study we investigated whether subject–verb
number agreement computation in comprehension is influ-
enced by the same factors that have been found to influence
subject–verb agreement in behavioral production studies
(Hartsuiker et al., 2003). As in the behavioral experiment of
Hartsuiker et al., we presented sentences with singular head
nouns and singular or plural local nouns andmanipulated the
gender of the head noun, so that the corresponding determi-
ner was or was not ambiguous for number. We presented both
correct (singular) and incorrect (plural) verbs and measured
ERP, time-locked to verb onset. In the noun number mismatch
condition we found a P600 for incorrect verbs compared to
correct verbs. This P600 effect was larger in the neuter-gender
(unambiguous) determiner condition compared to the com-
mon-gender (ambiguous) determiner condition. Additionally,
this effect appeared to have a similar topographical distribu-
tion in both gender conditions, suggesting that it is caused by
the same neural generator. In the noun number match
condition we found a N400 for incorrect verbs compared to
correct verbs, which was larger when the sentence started
with a neuter-gender (unambiguous) determiner than when it
started with a common-gender (ambiguous) determiner.
Again the topographical distribution in both gender conditions
was similar. First, wewill discuss themodulation of the effects
by ambiguity of the head noun's determiner. Second, we
discuss a possible reason for the appearance of a N400 in the
noun number match condition and a P600 for the noun
number mismatch condition.

3.1. Influence of number ambiguity

In the production studies it has been found that the number of
agreement errors is modulated by number ambiguity of the
head noun's determiner. There were more agreement errors
when the sentence startedwith a common-gender determiner
compared to when it started with a neuter-gender determiner
(Hartsuiker et al., 2003). One explanation for this finding can be
found in the marking and morphing account in which
morphophonological information is used to assign number.
Because the common-gender determiner is ambiguous in
number, a plural number specification can be spuriously
assigned, resulting in more agreement errors. If in compre-
hension morphophonological information is also used to
compute number agreement, this would result in a larger
conflict in the neuter-gender condition when the incorrect
plural verb is encountered. In this condition the determiner's
gender and the head noun both point to singular. In contrast,
when the sentence start with a common-gender determiner
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this will also point to plural, reducing the conflict when the
incorrect plural verb is encountered. Therefore we expected to
find a larger P600 effect when the sentences started with a
neuter-gender determiner and this expectation was con-
firmed. The computation of number agreement in compre-
hension is influenced by the same factors as in production,
suggesting that the processes might be similar.

The modulation of the effects by ambiguity can also be
explained by a biased monitoring account. In the production
literature it is often suggested that there is an internal self-
monitor that inspects speech for errors and that this monitor
relies on the comprehension system (Levelt et al., 1999). Since
themonitor uses the comprehension systemHartsuiker (2006)
suggested that when a bias found in production is explained
by a biased internal self-monitor, a similar bias has to be
present in comprehension. Indeed, the effect of number
ambiguity of the head noun's determiner in production can
be explained by a monitor that finds it harder to detect errors
when a sentence starts with a common-gender determiner
(Hartsuiker et al., 2003). In other words, more subject–verb
agreement errors are detected and covertly corrected when
the sentences started with a neuter-gender determiner which
in turn results in fewer overt subject–verb agreement errors. If
there is a similar bias in comprehension it should also be
easier for the comprehension system to detect subject–verb
agreement errors when the sentence started with a neuter-
gender determiner, and so larger effects can be expected in
this condition. Note that this explanation only applies to the
mismatch conditions; in production, the number of subject–
verb agreement errors in the match conditions are at floor,
regardless of number ambiguity (Hartsuiker et al., 2003).

3.2. N400 vs. p600

A striking finding in the present study is that there was a P600
in the noun number mismatch conditions and a N400 in the
noun number match conditions. The P600 found in the noun
number mismatch condition was as expected, because the
P600 is elicited by syntactic violations like an incorrect verb
(e.g., Hagoort et al., 1993; Osterhout and Holcomb, 1995). The
N400 found in the noun number match conditions was not
expected, but it is important to note that previous studies
sometimes also found negativities to syntactic violations.
These include a left anterior negativity (LAN) (Chen et al., 2007;
Munte et al., 1997; Osterhout and Mobley, 1995), but more
importantly, also a more centrally distributed component
(N400) as was the case in our data (Coulson et al., 1998b;
Gunter and Friederici, 1999).

To account for this data pattern, we take our cue from
several recent studies that observed the opposite pattern from
our findings. These studies reported a P600 instead of a N400
in semantic verb-argument violations (Hoeks et al., 2004; Kim
and Osterhout, 2005; Kolk et al., 2003; Van Herten et al., 2005;
Kuperberg et al., 2003; see Kuperberg, 2007 for overview).
These studies presented sentences like “Every morning at
breakfast the eggs would eat…" Grammatically, this sentence is
correct, but the verb eat does not fit semantically when “eggs”
has the thematic role of agent. To account for these findings,
Kuperberg (2007) argued that there are two processing streams
in comprehension. A first, syntactically shallow, processing
stream is reflected by the N400 and is based on semantic
memory. This process computes semantic features and
relationships between words. Because “eggs” and “eat” are
semantically associated, this stream would tend to accept the
“eggs-eat” sentence. The second processing stream is a
combinatory stream which uses multiple constraints, like
morphosyntactic and semantic-thematic constraints, to build
up sentence meaning. Because this stream will detect the
violation of selection restrictions in the example above, it will
tend to reject that sentence. Kuperberg suggested that these
processes work at least partially in parallel. When there is
conflict between these two streams, continued combinatory
analysis will take place which is reflected by the P600. But
when there is no conflict between the streams (i.e., a blatant
violation like “the telephone will eat”) there will be an N400.

We suggest that the difference in components presently
elicited in the noun number match and noun number
mismatch conditions likewise reflects a difference in the
amount of syntactic processing when the parser attempts to
integrate the incorrect verb in the unfolding sentence. All
sentences presented to our participants had the identical
syntactic structure, in which the first noun was always the
subject head noun. A shallow processing stream might thus
build up the expectation that the verb's number will corre-
spond to that of the first noun. This expectation will even be
stronger when the determiner of the first noun is unambigu-
ously singular. In the noun number match conditions, this
expectation can be maintained when the second noun is read,
because that noun's number is consistent with the number
expected of the verb. When subsequently an incorrect (plural)
verb is read, there is a violation of this expectation, which
cannot be repaired by further syntactic processing: even if the
second noun were the subject head, there would still be
disagreement between noun and verb.

In contrast, in the noun number mismatch conditions,
there is a strong conflict between two potential analyses,
namely the analysis suggested by the shallow processing
stream on which the first noun is the subject head, and an
analysis suggested by noun and verb number, on which the
second noun is the subject head. To resolve this conflict,
further syntactic processing is necessary and this extrawork is
reflected in the P600 component. In summary, on this account
the P600 reflects ongoing syntactic processing when a shallow
and a combinatory processing stream conflict, whereas the
N400 is a response to a blatant violation of the expected word,
which cannot be repaired by further analysis.

One objection to this account might be that Kaan (2002)
found a P600 instead of a N400 in the match condition.
However, in that experiment the participants made gramma-
ticality judgments. It is very much conceivable that this
explicit task had important consequences for the participants'
parsing strategies: in particular, the grammaticality judg-
ments may have forced further syntactic processing even in
the noun match conditions. There is indeed evidence for such
task-effects: some studies observed a P600 in an explicit
plausibility judgment task, but no P600 in a free reading task
with the same stimuli (Geyer et al., 2006; Kolk et al., 2003).

Perhaps a more wounding objection is that even in studies
without an explicit task, verb agreement errors in simpler
constructions (e.g., “⁎the newly elected officials hopes…”;
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Osterhout and Mobley, 1995; Experiment 3) have been shown
to elicit a P600, not an N400. It is possible, however, that the
much greater diversity in sentence structure in these studies
has promoted a deeper syntactic analysis than in our
experiment. Indeed, one consequence of such diversity is
that the combinatory processing stream may attempt several
analyses, which could promote conflict. For example, in
Osterhout and Mobley's sentence above, this processing
stream may consider an analysis on which “hopes” is a noun
in a genitive construction (with an apostrophe missing) rather
than a verb (“the hopes of the newly elected officials”). Similarly, in
Dutch sentences like “⁎het verwende kind gooien het speelgoed op
de grond (“⁎the spoilt child throw[plural] the toy on the ground”;
Hagoort et al., 1993), the parser may attempt the analysis by
which “the spoilt child” is the object, rather than the subject of
the verb, a marked but grammatically correct possibility in
Dutch, as in “het verwende kind gooien we in het water (the spoilt
child [object] throw we [subject] in the water”).

Although more work is surely needed to understand
agreement processing in sentence comprehension, our data
suggest that if a strong expectation can be build there is a
shallow analysis of the sentence and syntactic analysis is not
necessary. Thus in comprehension there are circumstances in
which there is no need to compute subject–verb agreement.
However, when no strong expectation can be build there is
need for a deeper syntactic analysis of the sentences.

3.3. Conclusions

Most importantly, the current results support the suggestion
that similar mechanisms account for the computation of
subject–verb number agreement in production and in com-
prehension. The comprehension of subject–verb number
agreement is likewise influenced by morphophonological
factors as production is. Additionally, the current results
suggest that there are at least two ways in which the parser
can deal with the kind of sentences presented under the
specific circumstances of our experiment, depending on
whether the local noun is singular or plural. We suggest that
when the local noun is singular a strong expectation is built
and there is only a shallow analysis of the sentence. In
contrast when the local noun is plural, there is a deeper
syntactic analysis.
4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Participants

Thirty-six Ghent University students, native speakers of
Dutch, volunteered in exchange for money to participate in
the experiment. Four participants were excluded from further
analysis because of too many artifacts in the ERP signal.
Participants' ages ranged between 19 and 25 (mean=21.39), 21
of the participants were female. Handedness was assessed via
a questionnaire (Van Strien, 1992), with possible scores
ranging from −10 (extremely left-handed) to 10 (extremely
right-handed). Participants were all right-handed as shown by
their average score of 9.55 (SD=1.36). All participants reported
to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history
of neurological and psychiatric disorders.

All the participants in the experiment were informed and
signed written consent.

4.2. Materials

We constructed 160 sets of Dutch sentences with the structure
exemplified in 1 and 2. Each set contained eight versions of
each sentence, resulting from the crossing of three factors:
gender of the head noun (neuter or common-gender, latter is
ambiguous), number of the local noun (singular or plural), and
grammaticality (correct or incorrect). All the local nouns
required the determiner “de”. An example of these sentences
is given in 1 and 2.

1. De straat bij de kerk/kerken is/⁎zijn mooi [Translation: The
street(common-gender) near the church/churches is/⁎are
beautiful]

2. Het plein bij de kerk/kerken is/⁎zijn mooi [Translation: The
square(neuter-gender) near the church/churches is/⁎are
beautiful]

Four lists were constructed; each list contained 160 sentences
starting with a common-gender head noun (ambiguous) and
160 sentences starting with a neuter-gender head noun
(unambiguous). For both the sentences starting with a
common-gender and neuter-gender head noun, half had a
singular local noun and half had a singular verb, resulting in 40
sentences of each type. This resulted in lists in which half of
the sentences were incorrect. Within each list, one version of
each sentence appeared in the common-gender head noun
(ambiguous) condition and one version appeared in the
neuter-gender head noun (unambiguous) condition. Across
the four lists, the ambiguous and unambiguous sentence
occurred once in the four combinations of number match and
grammaticality.

All lists contained 320 filler sentences, with the same
syntactic structure as the experimental sentences. The filler
items started with a plural subject so that across all experi-
mental and filler trials a plural verb would be correct in 50% of
trials. Half of the filler items contained a subject–verb
agreement error. The resulting four 640-sentence lists were
randomized separately for each participant.

In addition, participants occasionally answered yes–no
questions on sentence content appearing at random between
the target sentences via a button press (on average 1 question
each 20 sentences, with a total of 32) to control participants
attention during reading. All the questions were related to the
adjective; a question for the example sentence 1 could be: “Is
the street beautiful?”.

4.3. Procedure

After electrode placement participants were seated in an
electrically shielded room in front of a computer screen.
Participants were told to attentively read the sentences and
not to move or blink while the sentences were presented on
the screen. First the participants performed a practice session;
the experimental session only started when this practice
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session was performed correctly. Each trial started with a
fixation cross in the center of the screen for 1500 ms and a
blank screen for 500 ms, followed by a word-by-word
presentation of the sentences. Each word was presented for
325ms and followed by a blank screen for 200ms, after the last
word there was a blank screen for 500 ms. The questions were
presented as a whole, and disappeared if the participant
answered the question with a button press. One block took
approximately 9 min and the entire experiment, including
electrode placement and removal, took about 2.5 h.

4.4. EEG recording and analysis

EEGwas recordedwith 31 scalp electrodes, placed according to
the International 10–20 setting, all referenced to the mean of
all scalp electrodes1. EOG was measured bipolarly; vertical eye
movements and blinks were measured with two electrodes
placed above and below the left eye, two electrodes placed on
the left and the right outer canthus were used to measure
horizontal eye movements. Impedances of all the electrodes
were kept below 3 KΩ. The signal of all electrodes was re-
referenced off-line to the average signal of the electrodes
placed on the left and the rightmastoid. The EEGwas digitized
at 512 Hz. The continuous EEGwas filtered off-linewith a band
pass filter of 0.01–30 Hz.

EEG data were analyzed using EEProbe 3.1 (ANT, Inc.,
Enschede, The Netherlands) running on Red Hat Linux 7.
ERPs were time-locked to the onset of the critical verb and
epochs were generated with a time-window from −100 to
1000 ms around the onset of the verb. Epochs containing
artifacts, such as blinks, were rejected from further analysis;
the overall rejection rate of the analyzed participants was
11.55%, there was no difference in rejection rate between
the conditions. Based on visual analysis of the data, the
mean area amplitudes were subjected to two separate
repeated measures ANOVAs with the Factors Gender of
head noun (common/neuter), Grammaticality (correct/
incorrect) and Electrodes (31), one ANOVA for the singular
local noun condition and one for the plural local noun
condition.

Additionally, to show that the effects found in the neuter-
gender condition and the common-gender condition are the
same component, we tested if the effects found in these
conditions differed in topographical distribution. In order to
do this the difference of the incorrect and the correct condition
were calculated in the 350–400 ms and the 600–650ms time-
window for both the neuter-gender and common-gender
conditions. Following McCarthy and Wood (1985), the data
was first normalized to make sure that the overall amplitude
difference could not influence the topographical distribution.
1 The hardware of the amplifier is programmed in a way that we
are obligated to take the averaged signal of all electrodes as a
reference. Dien (1998) suggests that to be able to compare results
of different studies similar reference sites should be used. Since
most studies use the average signal of the right and the left
mastoid as a reference, we off-line re-referenced to the average
signal of these two electrodes.
Two separate repeated measures ANOVAs were carried out
with gender (common/neuter) and electrodes (31) as factors. If
there was no significant interaction between gender and
electrodes it was assumed that the topographic distribution
was the same for the neuter-gender and the common-gender
condition. When there was more than one degree of freedom
in the numerator the Greenhouse–Geisser correction was
applied, the corrected p-values were reported. The degrees of
freedom are reported uncorrected.
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